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Sinkholes are divided into two categories, induced (man-related) and nat
ural. Since 1900, an estimated 4000 induced sinkholes or related features 
have formed in Alabama; fewer than 50 natural sinkholes have been re
ported. Most induced sinkholes are caused by water-level declines due to 
pumpage; others result from factors associated with construction. Almost 
all occur where cavities develop in unconsolidated deposits overlying 
openings in bedrock. The downward migration of the deposits and the 
development of the cavities are caused or accelerated by a water-level de· 
cllne that results in the loss of buoyant support and increases tho velocity 
of water movement, the magnitude of water-level fluctuations, and the 
induced recharge. Most sinkholes caused by construction are due to the 
diversion of drainage over openings in bedrock. Many natural sinkholes 
are caused by the collapse or downward migration of unconsolidated de· 
posits into openings in bedrock. The downward migration that sometimes 
creates cavities in the deposits results from natural declines in the water 
table, progressive enlargement by solution of openings in the top of bed
rock, or a combination of both. The failure of bedrock roofs over solu
tionally enlarged openings is a rare occurrence. The time required for the 
development of natural sinkholes is far greater than that associated with 
induced sinkholes. 

Sinkholes formed by collapse of the land surface have 
caused a variety of problems related to the maintenance 
and safety of structures and the pollution of existing and 
potential water supplies. In Alabama there have been 
costly damage and numerous accidents as a result of col
lapses beneath highways, streets, railroads, buildings, 
sewers, gas pipelines, vehicles, animals, and people. 

This report is an attempt to provide engineers with 
a description of the forces involved in the development 
of sinkholes so as to aid them in construction over prob
lem areas or in repairing damage resulting from sink
holes. The description of these forces will also aid in 
the identification of active and potential areas of sink
hole development, which would allow planners to avoid 
these areas as routes for new highway corridors. 

GEOLOGIC AND HYDROLOGIC SETTING 

The terrane used here to illustrate sinkhole develop-
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ment is a youthful basin underlain by carbonate rocks 
such as limestone and dolomite (Figure 1). The basin 
contains a perennial or near-perennial stream. This 
particular terrane is used because it is similar to that 
of 10 active areas of sinkhole development in Alabama. 
Factors related to the development of sinkholes that 
1mve been obsel'Ved in these areas are generally appli
cable to other carbonate terranes . The terrane differs 
from those examined only in the inclination of the beds, 
whicl1 is shown as horizontal for ease of illustration. 

The development of sinkholes is primarily dependent 
on past and present relations between carbonate rocks 
and water, climatic conditions, vegetation, and topog
raphy, and the presence or absence of residual or other 
unconsolidated deposits overlying the bedrock. The 
source of water associated with the development of sink
holes is precipitation, which, in Alabama, generally ex
ceeds 1300 mm (50 in) annually. Part of the water runs 
off directly into streams, part replenishes soil moisture 
but is then returned to the atmosphere by evaporation and 
transpiration, and the remainder percolates downward 
below the soil zone to groundwater reservoirs. 

Water is stored in and moves through interconnected 
openings in carbonate rocks. Most of the openings were 
created, or existing openings along bedding planes, 
joints, fractures, and faults were enlarged, by the sol
vent action of slightly acidic water in contact with the 
rocks. The water in the interconnected openings moves 
in response to gravity, generally toward a stream chan
nel where it discharges and becomes a part of the 
streamflow. 

Water in openings in carbonate rocks occurs under 
both water-table and artesian conditions; however, this 
study is concei-ned primarily with that occurring under 
water-table conditions. The water table is the uncon
fined upper surface of a zone in which all openings are 
filled with water . The configuration of the water table 
conforms somewhat to that of the overlying topography 
but is influenced by geologic structure, withdrawal of 
water, and variations in rainfall. The lowest altitude of 
the water level in a drainage basin containing a perennial 
stream occurs where tl1e water level intersects t he stream 
channel (Figure 1). Openings in the bedrock underlying 
the lower parts of the basin are water filled. This con-
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dition is maintained by recharge from precipitation in 
the basin. The water table underlying adjacent highland 
areas within the basin occurs at higher altitudes than the 
water table near the perennial stream. Openings in the 
bedrock between the land surface and the underlying 
water table in highland areas are air filled. The pro
gressive enlargement of these openings by solution has 
resulted in the formation of the caves that are common 
in some parts of Alabama. 

The general movement of water through openings in 
the bedrock underlying the basin, even though the route 
may be circuitous, is toward the stream channel and 
downstream under a gentle gradient approximating that 
of the stream. Some water moving from higher to lower 
altitudes is discharged through springs along flanks of 
the basin at intersections of the land surface and the 
water table. The velocity of movement of water in open
ings underlying most of the lowland area is probably 
sluggish when compared to that in openings at higher 
altitudes. 

A mantle of unconsolidated deposits consisting chiefly 
of residual clay (i·esiduum), which has resulted from the 
solution of the underlying carbonate rocks, generally 
covers most of the bedrock in the typical basin described. 
Alluvial or other unconsolidated deposits often overlie 
the residual clay. The residuum commonly contains 
varying amounts of chert debris that are insoluble rem
nants of the underlying bedrock. Some of the unconsol
idated deposits are carried by water into openings in the 
bedrock. These deposits commonly fill solutionally en
larged joints, fractures, or other openings underlying 
the lowland areas. The buried contact between the re
siduum and the underlying bedrock, because of differ
ential solution, can be highly irregular. 

SINKHOLES 

Sinkholes can be separated into two categories, in re
lation to their occurrence, even though most of the fac
tors involved in their development are the same. These 
categories are defined here as induced and natural. In
duced sinkholes are those that can be related to man's 
activities; natural ones are those that cannot. These 
categories can generally be separated on the basis of 
their physical characteristics and environmental setting. 
The development of all sinkholes, regardless of their 
category, is dependent on some degree of solution of the 
underlying bedrock. 

This paper is devoted almost entirely to the descrip
tion of the initial stage of development of both induced 
and natural sinkholes. New sinkholes of either type are 
similar in size. Recent collapses fo1•ming sinkholes in 
Alabama generally range from 1 to 90 m (3 to 300 ft) in 
diameter and from 0.3 to 30 m (1 to 100 ft) in depth. The 
largest known collapse (Figure 2) occurred in a wooded 
area in Shelby County in December 1972, apparently in 
a matter of seconds, and wAs alJout 90 m (300 ft) in di
ameter and 30 m (100 ft) deep . 

Induced Sinkholes 

It is estimated that more than 4000 induced sinkholes, 
areas of subsidence, or other related features have oc
curred in Alabama since 1900. Most of them have oc
curred since 1950. These sinkholes are divided into two 
types: those related to a decline in the water table, and 
those related to construction. 

Decline of the Water Table 

The relation between the formation of sinkholes and high 
pumpage of water from new wells was recognized in 

Alabama as early as 1933 (1). Subsequeut studies (2, 3, 
!, ~) have verified this relation. Collapses have occurred 
in the immediate vicinities of 36 wells tapping limestone 
and dolomite formations in Alabama. The actual number 
of wells related to collapses probably exceeds this figure, 
but no inventory has been attempted. Three collapses 
that occurred during a pumping test of a new well in 
Birmingham in 1959 are excellent examples of sinkholes 
resulting from ma n-cre. ted forces ( 4). 

Dewatering or the continuous withdrawal of large 
quantities of water from carbonate rocks by wells, quar
ries, and mines in numerous other areas in Alabama is 
associated with extremely active sinkhole development. 
The numerous collapses in these areas contrast sharply 
with their rarity in adjacent geologically and hydrologi
cally similar areas where withdrawals of water are min
imal. For example, in five active sinkhole areas, there 
are an estimated 1700 collapses, areas of subsidence, 
or other associated features, which have a total com
bined area of about 36 km 2 (14 miles 2

). There are few 
recent collapses in adjacent areas underlain by the same 
geologic forms. This phenomenon is not unusual; the re
lation of this type of sinkhole occurrence to cones of de
pression created by water withdrawals in Pennsylvania 
and Africa has been well established (6, 7). 

1\vo areas in Alabama in which intenSive sinkhole de
velopment has occurred and is occurring have been stud
ied in detail. Both areas became prone to the develop
ment of sinkholes by major declines of the water table 
due to the withdrawal of groundwater. The formation of 
sinkholes in both areas resulted from the creation and 
collapse of cavities in unconsolidated deposits (4, 5). 

Cavities in unconsolidated deposits overlying-carbon
ate rocks in areas of Africa and Pennsylvania where 
there have been water-table declines have also been de
scribed and explored (7 8, 9). The growth of one such 
cavity in Birmingham fias been photographed through a 
small adjoining opening (10). The growth of this cavity 
resulted from the downward migration of clay into two 
small openings in the top of the bedrock. 

Previous reports have associated the development of 
sinkholes and subsidence with subsurface erosion caused 
by pumpage, the position of the water table, or lowering 
of the water table due to withdrawals of groundwater. 
Johnston (1) has noted that sinkholes appear to be caused 
by the removal by moving groundwater from the residual 
clay filling in fissures of the limestone. He described 
the stoping action and surmised that the water would have 
to be moving fast enough to erode the clay and that, be
cause of this, there appeared to be a causal relationship 
between this type of sinkhole and high pumpage from new 
wells. Robinson and others (2) have attributed the de
velopment of sinkholes in a cone of depression to the in
creased velocity of groundwater, which caused the col
lapse of clay and rock-filled cavities in bedrock. 

Foose (6) associated the occurrence of recent sink
hole activity with pumping and the subsequent decline of 
the water table. He determined that formation of sink
holes was confined to areas where a drastic lowering of 
the water table had occurred, that their occurrence 
ceased when the water table recovered, and that the 
shape of recent collapses indicated a lowering of the 
water table and the withdrawal of its support. 

Jennings and others (9) have associated development 
of sinkholes with pumpage and the creation of cones of 
depression. They found that sinkhole and subsidence 
problems increased where the water table was lowered, 
and described the formation, enlargement, and collapse 
of cavities in unconsolidated deposits that had migrated 
downward. They also described the geologic conditions 
necessary for the formation of the cavities. Foose (7), 
in addition to his previous findings (~, has described 



the development of cavities in unconsolidated deposits in 
Africa and attl·ibuted it to the shrinkage of desiccated 
clebl'is and the downward migration of the debris into 
bedrock openings. He has also outlined geologic condi
tions related to cavity development and found that a low
ering of the water table initlated thell· formation. 

Previous reports have described 011.ly indirectly or 
in part the hydrologic forces that result from a decline 
in the water table and create or accelerate the growth 
of cavities that collapse and form sinkholes . These 
forces are (a) loss of support to roofs of cavities in bed
rock that had been previously filled with water and to 
i·esidual clay or other unconsolidated deposits overlying 
openings in the bedrock, (b) an increase in the velocity 
of movement of the groundwater, (c) an increase in the 
amplitude of water-table fluctuations, and (ct) the move
ment of water from the land surface to ope1tings in the 
underlying bedrock where recharge had previously been 
rejected because the openings were water filled. 

The same forces that create cavities and subsequent 
collapses also cause subsidence. The movement oi un
consolidated deposits into bedrock, where the overlying 
material is not sufficiently strong to maintain a cavity 
roof, will result in subsidence at the surface (8). sub
sidence can also result from consolidation or compaction 
due to the draining of wate1· from deposits previously 
located beneatl1 the water table (11). Recognizable sub
sidence sometimes precedes a collapse (4). This oc
currence, if the unconsolidated deposits are thin ancl 
consist chieily of clay, indicates that the subsidence is 
due to a downward migration of the deposits rather than 
to compaction. 

The forces that result in the development oi cavities 
and their eventual collapse are shown in a schematic 
diagram (Figure 3) that illustrates the changes in natural 
geologic and hydrologic conditions previously described 
and shown in Figure 1. 

The effects of the forces triggered by a lowering of 
the water table ai·e basic and can often be observed, 
measured, estimated, or computed in hydrologic work. 

The loss of buoyant suppo1·t that follows a decline In 
the water table can result in an immediate collapse of 
t he roofs of openings in the bedrock or can cause a down
ward migration of unconsolidated deposits overlying 
openings in the bedrock. The buoyant support exerted 
by water on a solid (and hypothetically) unsaturated clay 
overlying an opening i11 bedrock, fo1· instance, would be 
equal to about 40 percent of its weight, based on the 
specific gravities of the constituents involved. Site 1 of 
Figure 1 shows an unconsolidated deposit overlying a 
water-filled opening in bed1·ock; site 1 of Figure 3 shows 
the decline in the water table, and the resulting cavity in 
the deposit after the downward migration of the uncon
solidated deposit that was caused by the loss of support. 
The cavity may then remain stable or it may enlarge up
wai·d by the spalling of the overlying deposit until the 
i·oof collapses. 

The creation of a cone of depression in an area of 
water withdrawal results in an increased hydraulic gu
Client (slope of the water table) toward the point of dis
charge and a corresponding increase in the velocity of 
the movement of water. This force can result in the 
flushing out of the finer grained unconsolidated sedi
ments that have accumulated in the interconnected solu
tionally enlarged openings. It also tl:ansports to the 
point of discharge 01· to a point of sto1·age in openings 
at lower altitudes the unconsolidated deposits migrating 
downwa1·d into bedrock openings. 

TI1e increase in the velocity of groundwater move
ment also plays an important role in the development of 
cavities in unconsolidated deposits. Erosion caused by 
the movement of water through unobsti·ucted openi.ngs 
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and against joints, fractures, faults, or other openings 
filled with clay or other unconsolidated sediments results 
in the creation of cavities that enlarge and eventually 
collapse (_!, ~. Collapses and subsidence due to erosion 
of clay-filled, solutionally enlarged ope1tings are occur
ring beneath and near Interstate 59 in Birmingham. 

Pumpage results in fluctuations in groundwater levels 
that are of greater magnitude than those occuuing under 
natuul conditions. TI1e magnitude of these fluctuations 
depends principally on variations in water withdrawal and 
in natural recharge (precipitation). TI1e repeated move
ment of water through openings in bed1·ock against over
lying residuum or other unconsolidated sediments causes 
a repeated addition and subtraction of support to the sed
iments and repeated saturation and drying. 'I'his might 
be best termed erosion from below because it results in 
the creation of cavities in unconsolidated deposits, and 
their enlargement and eventual collapse. Fluctuations 
of the water table against the roof of a cavity in uncon
solidated deposits near Greenwood, Alabama, have been 
observed and photogi·aphed through a small collapse in 
the center of the roof. These fluctuations, in conjunction 
with the movement of surface water into openings in the 
ground, created the cavity and have caused its col
lapse (5). 

A drastic decline of the water table in a lowland area 
(Figure 3) in which all openings in the underlying car
bonate rock were previously water filled (Figw·e 1) com
monly results in induced recharge from surface water. 
This recharge would have been rejected prio1· to the de
cline because the underlying openings were water filled. 
The quantity of surface water avallable as recharge to 
such an ai·ea is generally large because of the runoff 
moving to and through it from areas at higher altitudes. 

The inducement of surface water in.filtration through 
openings in the unconsolidated deposits interconnected 
with openings in the underlying bedrock results in the 
creation of cavities where the material overlying the 
openings in the bedrock is eroded to lower altitudes. Re
peated rains result in the progressive enlargement of this 
type of cavity, and a conesponding thinning of the cavity 
roof due to this enlargement eventually results in a col
lapse. The position of the water table below w1consoli
clated deposits and openings in bedrock that is favorable 
to induced recharge is illustrated in Figure 3. Sites 2, 
3, and 4 illustrate a collapse and cavities in unconsoli
dated deposits that we1·e formed primarily or in part by 
induced recharge. TI1e creatlon and eventual collapse of 
cavities in unconsolidated deposits by induced recha1·ge 
are the p1·ocess described by many autho1·s as piping or 
subsurface mechanical erosion; the term bas been ap{llied 
mainly to collapses occurring in noncarbonate rocks (12). 

In an area of sinkhole development where a cone of
depression is maintained by constant pumpage (Figure 3), 
all of the forces described are in operation even though 
one may be principally responsible for the creation of a 
cavity and its collapse. For instance, the inducement 
of recharge irom the surface (site 2 in Figure 3), where 
the water table is maintained at depths well below the 
base of unconsolidated deposits, can be solely responsi
ble for the development of cavities and their collapse. 
In contrast, a cavity i·esultlng from a loss of suppol't 
(site 1 in Figure 3) can be enla1·ged and collapsed by in
duced recharge lI it has intersected openings intercon
nected with the surface. In an area near the outer mar
gin of the cone (site 4 in Figure 3), the creation of a 
cavity and its collapse can be the result of several forces. 
The cavity can oi·iginate .from a loss oi support; could be 
enlarged by continuous addition and subtraction of support 
and the alternate wetting and drying resulting from water
level fluctuations; could be enlarged by the increased ve
locity of movement of water; or could be enlarged and 
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collapsed by water induced from the surface. 

Construction 

Collapses resulting from consb.'uction are far less nu
merous than U1ose due to a decline in the water table; 
however, they have resulted in exi:ensive damage. In 
this paper, the term construction applies not only to the 
e1·ection of a structure, but also to any diversion of nat
ural drainage, and includes the clearing of timber in 
rural areas. 

The simplest cause of sinkholes or subsidence re
sulting from construction is loading. The emplacement 
of weight on unconsolidated depos its alone can result in 
compaction. The compaction can be inegular if the de
posits overlie an uneven bedrock surface or openings in 
the bed1·ock, and the differential compaction and accom
panying subsidence can result in foundation problems . 
The presence of natural or induced cavities in bedrock 
or unconsolidated deposits may result in a collapse when 
the overlying roof is subjectecl to loading. 

Construction on unconsolidated deposits t hat overlie 
air-filled openings in bedrock (site 5 in Figure 1) can 
result in the formation of a sinkhole (site 5 in Figure 3) . 
In highway 01· other construction, grading and the re
moval of trees create new openings that com1ect the 
land surface with openings in bedrock. The concentra
tion of surface nmoff in drab1s or impoundments in
creases tl1e downward movement of water. This down
ward movement sometimes erodes and transports uncon
solidated deposits into underlying openings in pedrock, 
forming a cavity in the deposits that eventually enlarges 
and collapses. This process is the same as that de
scribed under induced recharge (piping) where the water 
table has been lowered by pumping. It has also been 
described and illustrated in a carbonate terrane in Ala
bama where collapses have resulted in retention-basin 
failures (13). 

The diversion of drainage, followed by the develop
ment of cavities and a tunnel in sand overlying carbonate 
rocks near Centerville, Alabama, illusti·ates the piping 
process well. The grading of a timber trail caused the 
dive1'sion and discharge of water into an opening at the 
sui'face (Figure 4) that inte1·connected with an opening 
in the underlying bedrock. The watel' moved downward 
about 9 m (30 ft) and late1·a1ly about 15 m (50 ft), and 
then discharged downward . A cavity developed at this 
point, and, with continued subsurface erosion, the i·oute 
along which the water moved enlarged backward towai·d 
the sm·face .fonning a tunnel. A second cavity then 
formed as the erosion approached the surface and the 
collapse of its i·oof enlarged the opening into which wate1' 
discharged. 

Piping action can also be the mechanism for the de
velopment of sinkholes in places where water has been 
impounded on unconsolidated deposits that overlie car
bonate rocks containing vater-filled openings. On the 
floor of the impoundment, water moving through open
ings in the unconsolidated deposits to openings in the 
carbonate rocks cari form and collapse cavities in the 
deposits. This p1·ocess generally occw·s where there 
is a co11s iderable head 01· pressure exerted by the hn
pounded water and where openings in the carbonate x·ocks 
have a discharge point outside of the impow1dment at a 
l ower altitude . The increase in the velocity of the im
pounded water moving through unconsolidated deposits 
to underlying openings in the bedrock will have an ero
sive capacity similar to that described previously in a 
cone of depression caused by pumpage. The saturation 
of previously unsaturated unconsolidated deposits by the 
impoundment will also enhance the downward transport 
of the deposits. This action is probably responsible for 

the formation of sinkholes in the impoundment behind 
Logan Martin Dam on the Coosa River, ~vhich reportedly 
resulted in the discharge of muddy water from an open
ing in the stream channel outside of the impoundment. 

A damaging collapse due to construction involved In
terstate 59 near Attalla, Alabama. A collapse about 3 m 
(10 It) in diameter in a drainage ditch along the highway 
allowed surface drainage to enter the ground. TI1e drain
age discharged at a lower altitude beneath the fUl of a 
lower lane, and the lubrication of residual clay underly
i11g the lane by this discharge and some additional water 
from an unidentified source resulted in a landslide and 
subsequent high\yay failure. 

Natural Sinkholes 

Topographic maps of areas in Alabama show thousands 
of natural sinkholes . None of these are at the earliest 
stage of their development. The occw·rence of new nat
ural s inkholes is r:u·e . Fewer than 50 of the collapses 
that were observed i· esulted in new natural sinkholes, 
and it is probable that a significant number of these 
were related in part to man's activities. (This num
ber does not include the collapses that commonly oc
cur inside of or along rims of existing mature sink
holes.) 

The development of a new natural sinkhole may reflect 
displacement of the bedrock, or of the unconsolidated de
posits overlying it, or both . The displacement of either 
or both is generally triggered by progressive solution of 
bedrock, by a natural decline in the water table, or by 
a combination of the two. The relati~ns among progres
sive solution, a decline in the water table, and the ac
companying failures of bedrock and unconsolidated roof
ing is illustrated in Figure 5. The role of solution in 
the development of natural sinkholes is recognized by all 
iuvestigators. The effect that solution of bedrock 01· a 
decline in the water table has on unconsolidated deposits 
is not nearly as well defined. 

cavities in unc~msolidated deposits overlying carbon
ate rocks in areas remote from grmmdwater withd1·awals 
are identical to those resulting in induced sinkholes. 
This type of cavity eventually results in a natural sink
hole. These cavities have been drilled Ol' augered near 
Piedmont in Calhoun County, west of Talladega in Tal
ledega County, and near Stevenson in Jackson County. 
The development of natural sinkholes caused by tempo
rary natural declines in the water table is similar to the 
occurrence of induced sinkholes caused by pumpage, as 
shown by the sudden appearance of natural sinkholes dur
ing prolonged periods of drought. The most recent pro
longed drought in Alabama occurred during the early 
and middle 1950s , and during this period, notable natu
ral si11kl1ole development occurred in Limestone, Tal
ladega, and Shelby Counties . 

Decline of the Water Table 

A major factor responsible for the degradation of a car
bonate tenane by solution is the lowering of the base 
level of a perennial stream as it affects the water table 
and groundwater discharge (14). Recent natural sinkhole 
activity along the Flint River in southwest Georgia has 
been related to the entrenchment of the stream ~bat re
sulted in a lowering of base level (14). The downward 
mig1·ation of unconsolidated depositS due to the declines 
in the water table that accompanied a lowering of the 
base level is considered here to be closely related to the 
solution process . Major differences between the forma
tion of natural sinkholes resulting from collapses in bed
rock and from collapses ln uncousolidated deposits are 
the times required for each to develop and the size and 



type of openil')g required for their formation. The time 
required for a cavity to form in unconsolidated deposits 
due to changes in the hydrologic regimen in the carbon
ate terrane described here (Figure 1) could be extremely 
short as compared to that required for the enlargement 
by solution of a cavity in bedrock to the point where its 
i·oof becomes incompetent. A relatively large cavity in 
the unconsolidated deposits can also form over a small 

Figure 1. Schematic cross-sectional diagram of 
basin showing geologic and hydrologic 
conditions. 

Figure 2. Sinkhole resulting from collapse near Calera in Shelby County. 

Figure 3. Schematic cross-sectional diagram 
of basin showing changes in geologic and 
hydrologic conditions resulting from water 
withdrawal.\ HIGHWAY 
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opening in underlying bed1·ock. 
Natural declines in the water table in Alabama, with 

the exception of temporary ones caused by prolonged 
droughts, are chiefly atti·ibutable to a lowering of the 
base level of perennial streams. The lowering of the 
water table in a sti·eam basin occurs when the stream 
entrenches or erodes to a lower altitude or when the 
basin is captured by an adjacent stream having a lower 
base level. The water table in the basin can al130 be 
lowered by an increase in permeability resulting from 
solution of bedrock (15) or by a permanent climatic 
change. . -

Many natural sinkholes in Alabama have resulted 
from the same kinds of forces that cause induced sink
holes. These forces result from loss of support, in
crease in velocity of movement of water, water-level 
fluctuations, and induced recharge. The role that each 

Figure 4. Opening into which water discharges. 

Figure 5. Natural sinkhole development. 

EXPLANATION 
U UN CON SOLi DA TED DEPOSITS L LIMESTONE 

FU FAILURE OF UNCONSOLIDATED ROOF WT WATER TABLE 

I - INTERCONNECTED SOLUTION SYSTEM S SINKHOLE 

C - CAVITY IN UNCONSOLIDATED DEPOSITS 

LU - LIMESTONE FRAGMENTS AND UNCONSOLIDATED DEPOSITS 

FL - FAILURE DF LIMESTONE ROOF 
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plays in the development of a sinkhole has been de
scribed in detail, and to avoid repetition, only gen
eral comments on the relation of these forces to nat
ural sinkhole development are given here. The major 
difference in the development of induced and natural 
sinkholes resulting from these fo1·ces is the much 
greater time span involved in a natural lowering of 
the water table and the formation of natural sink
holes. Fo11ces resulting from natural declines in the 
water table are much more subtle than those i·esultlng 
from man-created declines. 

A decline in the water table due to the enh'euchment 
of a stream results in an increase in the hydraulic gra
dient toward the stream and a corresponding inci·ease 
in the velocity of movement of the water. This increase 
in velocity would genenlly be much less than that result
ing from most man-related declines because the hy
draulic gradient would be more gentle than that result
ing from pumpage. The increase would, however, ac
tuate the same processes that cause induced sinkholes. 

Water-level fluctuations that cause or contribute to 
the development of natural sinkholes can occur where 
openings in bedrock we1·e previously water filled (Fig
ure I). When the rate of water-level decline exceeds 
the rate of deepening of the residuum-bedrock contact, 
the physical situation becomes more conducive to cyclic 
wetting and drying a:nd the continued addition and sub
traction of buoyant support to the residuum. 

A natural decline in the water table in lowland areas 
of the tYPe described (Figure 1) also results in induced 
recharge. Locally, the quantity of water moving to 
openings in the bedrock exceeds the recharge prior to 
the decline, and the water moving through openings at 
the surface to openings in the bedrock would no longer 
have its direction of movement affected or its velocity 
impeded by a water table located above bedrock. 

Solution 

The solution of carbonate rocks in the terrane shown in 
Figure 1 precedes the occurrence of sinkholes and is 
ultimately responsible for their development. The de
scription here is 01·iented toward the initial stage of de
velopment of a natu1·al sinkhole that resu,lts from solu
tion alone. The time requil·ed for the development of 
such a sinkhole far exceeds that required for those re
sulting from other causes. Determining the rate of so
lution of tJ1e bedrock involved in this process is beyond 
the scope of this report; however, a summary of esti
mates by previous workers, described by Sweeting (16), 
indicates that rates of solution for most tenanes a1·e 
considerably less than 100 mm (4 in)/ 1000 yeaxs. 

Solution of near-surface bedrock in the basin of a 
perennial stream is continuous. The overlying soil zone 
is a principal source of caJ."bon dioxide and minerals 
from which the water percolating downward derives most 
of its acidic properties. In lowland areas the upper sur
face of the carbonate rocks is being degraded by solution, 
and openings in the bedrock beneath it are being progres
sively enlarged. Openings connecting the upper surface 
of the bedrock to the deeper solution system are being 
created or enlarged by groundwater from below and by 
su1·face water moving into the system through the over
lying soil zone. 

A well-established generalization is that solution ac
tion tends to enlarge the moderately large openil1gs in 
the path of tbe bullc flow of groundwater at a faster rate 
than the small openings not in the path of bulk flow (17). 
This preferential solution will also apply to the upper 
surface oi' bedrock. In the terrane described here, the 
contact 'between bedrock and unconsolidated deposits is 
irregular; consequently, tJ1e water table may be above 

bedrock in some places and below it in others (Figure 1). 
Water percolating through unconsolidated deposits that 
comes in ten1porary contact with bedrock on highs above 
the wate1· table would move toward the lows below the 
water table where solution is continuous. 

Where highland areas bounding a basin are underlain 
by air-filled caviti.es in bedrock, a similar enlargement 
of openings is occurring at a slower rate than that in the 
lowlands because of the smaller volume of water coming 
in contact with bedrock after percolating downward 
through the soil zone. Most la1·ge openings beneatb the 
highlands are older than are those underlying lowland 
areas in the basin. Most of their enlargement probably 
occu1·red when they were located in closer proximity to 
the water table. 

Roofs over openings in bedrock can consist of bedrock 
or of residuum and other unconsolidated deposits, and 
solution enlai•gement of them may result in their collapse. 
Many openings in bed1·ock, which have been observed 
from exposures in quarries and data Ior wells, are filled 
with residuum or other sediments, but others ai·e not. 
Openings in the top of bedrock in the tYPe of basin de
scribed (Figu1·e 1J are numerous altJ1ough natural sink
holes are uncommon. More than 50 such openings were 
exposed in a 1.5-ha (3.7-acre) tract in Shelby County 
where unconsolidated deposits were removed to pe1·mit 
the bedrock to be washed clean by p1·ecipitation. It is 
apparent from the scarcity of natural sinkholes or recog
nizable subsidence prior to pumpage in areas such as tha.t 
shown in Figure 1 that either many bedrock openings have 
been filled witJt sediments 01· the deposits overlying the 
openings are capable of s upporting themselves. 

Natural subsidence that has occurred over openings 
in bedrock in the basin described and shown in Figw·e 1 
may have been leveled by the infill of sediments eroded 
from higher adjacent areas or by deposition of sediments 
by floods in low areas adjacent to streams. The collapse 
of unconsolidated deposits forming a i·oof over an opening 
in bedrnck will occur when the opening is progressively 
enlarged by solution until the overlyi11g deposits cannot 
s upport their weight. The enlargement of an opening tJ1at 
precedes tbe collapse ls illustrated at site 1 in Figure 5. 
If an opening is filled with clay or other sediments, sub
sidence or a collapse will occur where solutiou progresses 
at a rate greater than the deposition reqltil'ed to maintain 
a level land surface. 

The collapse of the bedrock roof of an opening that has 
been progressively enlarged by solution occurs when the 
roof can no longer maintain its integrity. The progres
sive enlargement of such an opening and tbe resulting 
roof failure ai·e illustrated at site 2 in Figure 5. This oc
cunence is generally considered to be rare (18, 19). 
However, it may be more common tl1a11 bas been indi
cated because cavities similar to those in unconsolidated 
deposits associated with induced and natu1·a1 declines in 
the water table undoubtedly result also from the collapse 
of bedrock roofs . A collapse of a thin but small part of 
a bed1·ock roof over an opening would, in many instances, 
result in a cavity in the overlying unconsolidated deposits 
due to their downward migration into the bedrock. En
largement of the cavity would eventually result in a col
lapse at tbe sudace that might not be interpreted as bed
rock failure . Tite enlargement of an opening by solution, 
a failure in its roof resulting in a cavity in overlying un
consolidated deposits, and the resulting sinkhole are 
shown at site 4 in Figure 5. 

In areas underlain by air-filled openings (caves), the 
enlargement of cavities by downward-percolating water 
would be expected to cause the eventual collapse of bed
rock roofs. Sinkholes attributable to this mode of oc
currence have been identified by Howard (19). Collapses 
resulting from enlargement of openings in carbonate 



rocks overlain by sandstone and thin-bedded limestone 
have also been identified (~ 20) . 

Where air-filled openings in 'bedrock a1>e overlain by 
unconsolidated deposits, the initial development of some 
sinkholes can be attributed to downward migration caused 
by inflow and inlill:l·ation of surface water; a cavity then 
forms in the deposits . This mode of development is the 
same as that resultiJig from the downward movement of 
surface water where it is responsible for induced sink
holes. These collapses generally occur in intermittent 
streambeds but can occm· elsewhere. 

Solution of the upper su1·face of the bedrock has long 
been recognized as a mode of development of sinkholes. 
In this c_ase, the topography reflects the upper surface 
of the bedrock. In relating the probability of this mode 
of development to some broad and shallow sinkholes in 
Kentucky, Walker (21) has described the process as 
follows: -

When the surface of bedrock dissolves, the insoluble residue occupies only 
about one-tenth of lhe space the rock did ; open space would develop ex· 
cept that the soil mass slumps downward and the surface with it. Solu· 
t ion proceeds faster at some places than at others because the rock is more 
soluble or joints are more closely spaced, and sllght depressions appear. 
Once formed, the depressions tend to grow larger because local surface 
runoff collects in them, and more water then seeps dcilNn to attack the 
bedrock under them than elsewhere in the vicinity. Solution concentra'ted 
at the center finally brings about the infall of soil blocks and the develop· 
ment of a swallow hole. 

Solution of the upper surface of carbonate rocks will 
result in the development of sinkholes in the ter1·ane de
scribed here. Most sinkholes, however, will result 
from the solution enlargement of existing openings ill 
the top of the bedrock surface to eventually cause dis
placement of overlying unconsolidated deposits. This 
p1·ocess of enlargement and displacement is also illus
trated at sites 1 and 3 of Figure 5. Surface depressions 
l·esulting from solution of bedrock where it contains no 
openings would p1·obably be rare in this terrane as de
position of sediments eroded from flanks of the basin 
(Figure 1) 01· from flooding would tend to level depres
sions of this type. This process ls indicated by the 
lack of surface expression over many irregularities in 
the top of the bedrock in basins in Jefferson County, and 
is similar to effects described by Coleman and Balchin 
(22) and Howard (19). In the tel'l'ane described here 
(Figure 1), it would be difficult to distinguish sinkholes 
resulting from solution of the upper surface of bedrock 
from others resulting from the progressive solution of 
openings in the top of bedrock that are inte1·connected 
with other openings in the subsurface. Solution of the 
upper surface of carbonate mcks, however, plays an 
integral part in the development of large, shallow sink
holes in the more mature carbonate terranes in Alabama. 
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